
IN THE RED CROSS WORLD

THE SICK AND WORKS OF ART

The International Review has referred on several occasions to an
original work of humanity and which started, as we believe, on the
initiative of the British Red Cross. This is a mobile picture library
in hospitals, a Service known as the " Picture Library Scheme " and
which is widespread in a number of countries. This therapy by art
could throughout be seen to have excellent results and be of genuinely
beneficial influence for the sick.

The Review of the British Red Cross, News Review (Vol. 9, No. 6),
published an article, extracts of which are given below, in which the
author, Mrs. J. I. Hunter, describes how she herself created such a
service in the Fiji Islands assisted by some members of the local Red
Cross. This is indeed a fine example of what can be accomplished
under difficult conditions and with initially extremely slender resources
by personal initiative inspired by the original Red Cross ideal, that
of helping those who are suffering.

When the Fiji Branch of the British Red Cross Society heard
of the " Picture Library Scheme " which was organised in hospitals
in the United Kingdom they felt it would be ideal to introduce it
in their Tamavua Hospital.

This hospital deals only with tubercular cases, most of whom
are long term patients. The rather old-fashioned wooden building
is split up into four large wards, with small private rooms at the
entrance to each, and a special nursery section for babies. On three
sides of each ward there are wide verandahs ; and while the patients
lying in bed have a bright outlook, those who are in the central
main room have only each other and the walls to look at. These
central rooms are sub-divided by wooden partitions, making about
six areas, and we felt here was the very place to start our library.

A patient's reaction to Van Gogh.—With the help of the branch
in Suva, a Picture Library Group was organised. Our first aim was
to gather together materials. The Red Cross started the ball rolling
by giving a dozen frames ; from the prison woodwork section we
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received another twelve, and the public responded very well to the
appeals made over the air and in the press. We acquired frames of
all shapes and sizes, old pictorial calendars, some good prints and
attractive pictures taken from magazines. Since all the frames
varied in size, we decided that to facilitate ringing the changes, the
best system to adopt was to mount at least six pictures and tuck
them into the back of each frame. Members of the Fiji Arts Club
came to help us restore the frames, adapt the backs to make
changing easy and advise us on mounting. Within a month we had
about sixty pictures ready—enough for the central section of one
wall. The hospital staff were most co-operative and the day we
went along, Matron had arranged for a carpenter to be in readiness
to put up the picture-hangers. The patients gave us an enthusiastic
welcome; and we were gratified by their obvious interest and appreci-
ation. At this stage we were not able to offer them much choice.
We had been given a particularly nice set of Van Gogh prints,
which certainly appealed to us ; but the reaction of one patient to
the artist's self-portrait took us by surprise. He observed that since
the man in the picture clearly looked as if he had tuberculosis, and
as he himself had it, he did not want to lie and look at a fellow
sufferer ! A fair enough comment, we agreee, so that print was
promptly removed.

For the children.—-To cater for the children we decided to make
friezes to go along the walls, such as are found in junior schools.
From American magazines we cut out gaily coloured advertisements
of smart cars and used them to compose a busy highway scene.
Among other themes we thought up for the children were. " Children
at play ", " The sea and boats ", " Pet animals " and " Wild
animals ". The older girls liked flowers ; and the advertising ma-
terial from seed catalogues solved our problem and made gay
colourful posters. We bought one or two boldly illustrated books
for the very young children ; and a talented member of our group
copied the illustrations to make a long frieze, clearly printing the
story below each picture so that even if the children could not,
the nurses could read the story to them. We are always greeted by
cries of delight from the children, who are eager to see what we have
in store for them.
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Our first target was to offer service to all the central wards and
private rooms ; but this completed, we had pleas from the verandah
patients who did not want to be left out. So all the patients have
pictures by their beds which they look upon as their private
property, and to date we must have upwards of 260 pictures in the
hospital. As you can imagine, it is a major operation changing
them on our hospital visits. Pictures with a religious theme, bright
flower prints and modern action pictures are the most popular.
Old fashioned ones cater only for a minority and abstracts, even
though they are bright and colourful, are just not acceptable. As at
home, we find the patients here have very definite likes and dislikes
so we do our best to please each individual.

In our little picture library group, we mount and frame the
pictures and make the friezes. Though changing the pictures can be
quite exhausting, and sometimes depressing to see the rows and
rows of beds with sick people, especially the children, it is a reward
in itself to be shown how much they appreciate our visits and how
eagerly some of them anticipate a chat with a visitor.
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